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Praise   

Alleluia, Alleluia, give thanks to the risen Lord 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peAs3aezLuM 

 

God makes sun, moon and stars 

This week’s Bible story is from Genesis 1:14-19 

The God commanded, “Let lights appear in the sky to separate day from night and to show 

the time when days, years and religious festivals begin.  They will shine in the sky to give 

light to the earth” and it was done.  So God made the two larger lights, the sun to rule over 

the day and the moon to rule over the night; he also made the stars.  He placed the lights in 

the sky to shine on the earth, to rule over the day and night, and to separate light from 

darkness.  And God was pleased with what he saw.  Evening passed and morning came – 

that was the fourth day. 

 

This is a link for the story on Youtube if you would like to use it. 

https://youtu.be/yZ1Fd_SPC18 
 
 
 

Creation Song I hope you enjoy singing it together 

https://youtu.be/nWgC62KGsKM 
 
 

Sun, moon and stars craft 

The craft this week we need a couple of pieces of A4 paper/card yellow and orange if 

possible (if not use white and colour the finished crafts in, glue stick, piece of card and 

scissors,  colouring pencils, felt tips etc. thread to attach the stars and I would use sticky 

tape instead of a needle to attach them.    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peAs3aezLuM
https://youtu.be/yZ1Fd_SPC18
https://youtu.be/nWgC62KGsKM


 

 
You tube link on how to make the craft.  https://youtu.be/b_uBOFB7UXI 

 

An extra activity colour in the Creation globe (the template is after the maze) as you colour 

in think about the creation story from the last couple of weeks.  Keep all the pictures safe 

and next week we will add some more days and complete the globe.   

Prayer with actions 

Practise the actions first then include them in the prayer 

World – make a circle with your hands 

Moon– hold up the moon you made earlier 

Sun – hold up the sun you made earlier 

Stars – bend your fingers in and out 

Say the prayer and encourage the child to do the actions and to add their own thank you’s 

to God.  

Thank you, God, for making the world. 

Thank you, God, for making the moon. 

Thank you, God, for making the sun. 

Thank you, God, for making the stars. 

Amen 

 

Praise 

Lord of the dance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDdQhsjNHcw 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/b_uBOFB7UXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDdQhsjNHcw


God makes sun, moon and stars 
maze.  See if you can get the sun to 

set by finding the moon. 

 

 
 

 

 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sun.gif
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://elbuhoanacleto.blogspot.com/2013_01_01_archive.html
http://elbuhoanacleto.blogspot.com/2013_01_01_archive.html


 

 

 

 

 

  

Days of Creation Globe 

Supplies 

- Template 

- White cardstock 

- Markers 

- Scissors 

- Glue stick 

- Red yarn 

- Hole punch 

Instructions 

1. First print the template on white cardstock. 

2. Now colour each day of creation. 

3. Next cut each circle out. 

4. Then take each circle and fold it in half vertically 

and crease. 

5. Now starting with the title circle, fold it in half. Add 

glue to the backside of 

the title circle that is exposed and stick on the left half 

of Day 1. 



 

  

6. Repeat this step by folding Day 1, adding glue to the 

backside of Day 1 and 

sticking the left half of Day 2 onto it. 

7. Follow this patten until you used up all the circles. 

8. Once they are all glued together, you should have an 

opening between day 

7 and the title circle. Add glue to the back of both halves 

and place a piece 

of red yarn in the middle. Now press together to seal 

Day 7 to the title page 

and secure the red yarn. 

9. Next tie a loop to the top of the yarn for hanging and 

a knot at the bottom 

to make sure it’s secure. 

10. The Days of Creation ball craft is complete 



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 


